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Tensions And Triumphs In The
If there’s one thing Florida Democrats don’t need, it’s more dissension and infighting. But simmering tensions among Senate Democrats boiled over Wednesday and forced the immediate ouster of Sen. Gary ...
Democrats’ tensions boil over with Farmer’s ouster as leader | The Buzz
As a concerted effort to inflame tensions in the South China Sea, the recent Felipe Reef debacle is in a class of its own. The objective is conflict creation, ...
Orchestrated Conflicts in the South China Sea
David Gergen writes that though President Joe Biden is no Franklin D. Roosevelt, his first 100 days in office bear some important similarities to his Democratic predecessor -- particularly in terms of ...
The three striking similarities between FDR and Biden
Judith Manjoro was in her late 40s when she arrived in Johannesburg in 2005. A migrant who fled political tensions in Zimbabwe, she took on several menial jobs to survive, such as cleaning and ...
Photojournalists chronicle challenges and triumphs of women migrants in National Geographic Live program
One of my favorite moments in Resident Evil Village is small enough that I almost didn’t notice it. After defeating a boss to get the item I needed to move forward, I returned to the titular town for ...
Resident Evil Village is the perfect cocktail of horror and action
Olympic gold medal-winning showjumper Nick Skelton says seeing his son Harry presented with the trophy for being champion jockey at Sandown gave him more pleasure than any of his own triumphs ...
Skelton admits seeing son become champion jockey eclipses own triumphs
The unmasking of the villain is the big scene it has all been building up to in the vast majority of crime dramas, from Scooby Doo to Hercule Poirot.
Line of Duty ending 'underwhelming'? Why Philip Pullman was right to hail it as a triumph – Scotsman comment
One year ago, "The Last Dance" — a 10-part documentary series exploring Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls dynasty through the lens of the 1997-98 season — became appointment viewing and a refuge ...
‘Holy (expletive)! That’s Michael Jordan.’ A behind-the-scenes look at ‘The Last Dance,’ the documentary that rescued sports fans in 2020.
Emily Burns’s adaptation is sleek and at times feels lean but that is a necessary sacrifice for tension and pace. Director Simon Godwin has given the film a remarkable sense of movement and ...
Romeo and Juliet review – National Theatre's first film is an ingenious triumph
Tehran vow to bomb US military base and kill top general Supporters of the JCPOA believe a return to the deal will end the threat of a nuclear-armed Iran and reduce America’s tensions with the ...
Donald Trump ‘betrayed’ Iran leaving Biden with mounting tensions – ‘A stab in the back!’
The Falcon and The Winter Soldier is an admirably thoughtful and politically-charged MCU project, undermined by an excess of thinly explored storylines.
The Falcon and The Winter Soldier: Full Series Review
A sense of justice's triumph echoed across the country shortly after a jury in Minneapolis convicted Derek Chauvin in George Floyd's death. To some, however, that feeling was tempered by the simple ...
Justice may have been served in the legal sense, but true justice would be George Floyd still being alive
The marvel of “Shiva Baby” lies in its ability to awaken excruciating tension in a mundane circumstance ... which is as much of a triumph for Seligman as it is for the actors.
Say yes to the stress: ‘Shiva Baby’ rattles in clever, nail-biting comedy
But while the young superheroes are hungry to prove their worth, tensions rise, as they struggle to live up to their parents’ legendary public reputations, and their exacting personal standards.
‘Jupiter’s Legacy’ Trailer: Tensions Escalate Between Two Generations Of Superheroes In Netflix’s Epic Drama Series
The India triumph brought some cheer to South African cricket fans on a weekend that saw a gloomy picture being painted of tensions within CSA as the Members' Council and the Interim Board (IB ...
Proteas women's historic win in India brings some relief amid tensions at Cricket South Africa
Remembering the US-China tensions during the Cold war ... The Doha Accord concluded in February last year, is the triumph for multilateral peace diplomacy. US Defence Secretary Lloyd J.
Pakistan keeps an epoch-making record in peace diplomacy
The Cabinet minister will hold talks with European Commission vice-president Maros Sefcovic amid mounting concerns that the post-Brexit rules are fuelling sectarian tension. Months of talks have ...
Lord Frost heads for Brussels in desperate bid to break deadlock on post-Brexit rules for Northern Ireland amid fears over rising sectarian tensions and violence
Triumph Sports Wood Lawn Domino Set ... As you remove a tile to place on top, tension and suspense builds — and with a tower that can reach several feet tall, the fall is even more dramatic.
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